
Freytag & Berndt
France South Map
2013, MAP,  PAGES, $14.95
This double-sided map of  the southern half  of  
France (1:500,000) depicts the entire country 
south of  Poitiers and Dijon (approximately) as 
well as portions of  Switzerland and Italy. (Item 
FRA223)

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Marie-Helene Girard, Anny Monet
Lonely Planet French Phrasebook
2015, PAPER, 272 PAGES, $9.99
This handy phrasebook focuses on 
pronunciation, basic grammar and essential 
vocabulary for the traveler. (Item FRN120)

Edwin Mullins
The Roman Provence Guide
2012, PAPER, 224 PAGES, $20.00
Mullin’s succinct history and guide to the many 
monuments, arches and other antiquities of  
Provincia Nostra, the first Roman territory 
outside Italy, covers the must-see archaeological 
sites of  Provence and neighboring Languedoc 
in detail. (Item FRA05)

Waverly Root
The Food of  France
1992, PAPER, 450 PAGES, $18.00
An evocative and beautifully written survey 
of  French food. First published in 1958 and 
revised in the mid-1970s, the book covers 
the important regions of  French cuisine 
by dividing them into domains of  Butter 
(northern France), Fat (Alsace) and Oil (the 
south). (Item FRN17)

ESSENTIAL

Item EXFRA29. Buy these 4 items as a set for $69 
including shipping, 15% off the retail price. With free 
shipping on anything else you order.

M. F. K. Fisher
Two Towns in Provence
1983, PAPER, 208 PAGES, $18.95
Celebrated food writer M.F.K. Fisher contrasts 
village life in Aix-en-Provence with bustling 
Marseilles, evoking these two favorite places 
with anecdote and loving description. (Item 
FRN27)

Ina Caro
The Road from the Past, Traveling 
through History in France
1996, PAPER, 339 PAGES, $17.00
Time travel through France by way of  its finest 
castles, chateaux, cathedrals and monasteries. 
This unusual travelogue is an invaluable 
companion for traveling in Paris, southern 
France, the Dordogne and the Loire Valley, 
combining personal observation with large 
doses of  well-presented history. (Item FRN03)

Roger Williams
Eyewitness Guide Provence & the Cote 
D’Azur
2016, PAPER, 272 PAGES, $23.00
This is an illustrated, colorful guide to the 
art and architecture, literature, history and 
attractions of  Provence. With photographs and 
site plans, maps and sections on the Riviera, 
the Var, Bouches-du-Rhone, Vaucluse and the 
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence. (Item FRN18)

READING GUIDE

SPRINGTIME IN PROVENCE & BURGUNDY

Here is a brief  selection of  favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your 
convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-
order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of  books for 

your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D926941.



David Downie
Paris to the Pyrenees
2014, PAPER, 372 PAGES, $16.95
David Downie’s spirited book is haunted by the 
Gallo-Roman forebears of  modern France. On 
ancient trails through the forests of  the rugged 
Morvan, they continued across the celebrated 
wine country of  Burgundy and the centuries-
old Via Podiensis on the Way of  Saint James. 
(Item FRA41)

William Rodarmor (Editor)
France, A Traveler’s Literary 
Companion
2008, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $14.95
This collection contains literary gems from 
all corners of  France by a select group of  
20th-century French writers from Colette to 
Simenon. (Item FRN767)

Susan Vreeland
Lisette’s List
2015, PAPER, 448 PAGES, $16.00
A complex, graceful historical novel set in 
Vichy France. Forced to live in the south of  
France, young art-lover Lisette Roux must 
keep her passion and hope alive through the 
paintings of  Cezanne, Pisarro, Chagall and 
Picasso. (Item FRA155)

Christy Campbell
The Botanist and the Vintner
2006, PAPER, 314 PAGES, $14.95
Campbell interweaves a dramatic tale of  the 
devastation of  vineyards in 1860s France with 
a tale of  the mad scramble by scientists (along 
with witches, priests and mystics) to discover 
the cause and cure. The French were none too 
pleased that salvation came in the form of  
American root stock. (Item FRN497)
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Edwin Mullins
Cluny, In Search of  God’s Lost Empire
2008, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $14.95
Mullins (The Pilgrimage to Santiago) deftly 
explores the architecture, monks and abbots, 
long history and lasting influence of  Cluny, a 
Benedictine monastery in Burgundy and the 
hub of  one of  the most powerful empires of  
the Middle Ages. (Item FRN924)

Peter Mayle
Provence A-Z
2008, PAPER, 304 PAGES, $15.95
A companion to all things Provencal, from 
bouillabaisse to lavender and vinaigre, by the 
British expatriate and Francophile Peter Mayle. 
(Item FRN619)

Maximillian Potter
Shadows in the Vineyard, The True 
Story of  a Plot to Poison the World’s 
Greatest Wine
2015, PAPER, 304 PAGES, $16.00
A Vanity Fair correspondent relates every 
seedy detail in this true crime story. When a 
Burgundy vinter refused an offer of  extortion, 
his priceless vineyards were poisoned. (Item 
FRA111)

Michael Jacobs
The Most Beautiful Villages of  
Provence
2012, PAPER, 299 PAGES, $26.95
With an excellent introduction to the history, 
culture, landscapes and pleasures of  Southern 
France, this illustrated guide features 34 towns 
and villages across Provence from the Vaucluse 
to Bonnieux and Gordes, tranquil Alpine 
villages and southern vineyards. (Item FRN28)

Edwin Mullins
The Popes of  Avignon
2011, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $14.95
Grounded in the architecture and papal legacy 
of  Avignon, this engaging history sets the 
70-year period of  papal exile in the south 
of  France against the context of  Europe’s 
turbulent transition from the Middle Ages to 
the Renaissance. (Item FRN806)

Henry James
On Provence
2014, PAPER, 140 PAGES, $14.95
The American literary giant Henry James 
captures the provincial spirit of  France in 
this collection of  magazine entries, originally 
published in 1884. (Item FRA110)


